FRONT END WEB DEVELOPMENT INTERN
FULL TIME / SAN DIEGO, CA
Maiven Music is a tech start up specializing in AI, Machine Learning and Predictive Analytics for the
music industry. We have collected the worlds largest data set of social music engagement. We are
using this to detect emerging artists, emerging genres, and to help the artists better engage with their
fans, using state of the art machine learning algorithms.

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR
We are looking for a highly motivated computer science intern, who is interested in the intersection of
music and technology. Candidates should have 2-3 years of computer science education or
experience, be proficient in at least one programming language, and understand basic data structures
and algorithms. Intern with some experience with React. Data science & data visualization experience
a plus.

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES

Assist in the development of an interactive
dashboard in React.
Develop and integrate React components
(eg. custom graphs, geomaps).
Participate in user experience studies.
Work with integrating various javascript
technologies and libraries
Bring data to life with SVG, CSS and HTML
Write clean, well documented code

REQUIREMENTS
Experience in HTML, CSS, Javascript
Experience in the React framework
Ability to quickly pick up and work with
various frontend technologies (eg. D3.js,
various APIs such as Mapbox)
Ability to understand and quickly grasp the
customer use cases.
Be able to learn basic technologies and skills
independently
Basic UI design knowledge

WHY WORK WITH US?

HOW TO APPLY

Work alongside music and tech industry
disrupters and get first hand experience in the
Tech Start UP environment. Develop tech
alongside a proven leader in the AI space - AIex
Bates. Alex brings a unique perspective at the
intersection of machine learning, big data, and
the IoT. Alex is lead inventor on 3 patents in the
area of sensor networks and machine learning.

Email the following to:
info@thenorth-westpassage.com

THE NORTH-WEST PASSAGE

Cover letter
Resume

- We help people from the north explore the west

